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Module 3:

Source Citations



To Find the Citation Policy 
click on About on the 
SNAC Homepage. Select 
Editorial Policy and then 
Citations in SNAC



https://portal.snaccooperative.org/node/358


SNAC Source Citation Crosswalk to MARC21 Authority Format

In June 2019, SNAC adopted new policy and guidance for recording bibliographic 
sources to support information asserted throughout a SNAC record. The format for 
source citations closely models after the MARC21 Authority Format 670 Source Data 
Found element.

Citation = 670 $a Source citation. Elements for the title and date(s). For online electronic 
sources, the date would be the day/month/year the source was viewed.

Found Data = 670 $b Information found. Information about the described entity found in a 
source.

URI = 670 $u Uniform Resource Identifier. A link to the source online.

Different from MARC21 Authority Format, SNAC encourages editors to use full-form, natural 
language, avoiding abbreviations in source citation elements.

https://portal.snaccooperative.org/node/358%5C


Resources v. Sources <In the SNAC Context>

Resources are finding aids, catalog entries, or other descriptions 
of archival holdings.

Sources are any variety of biographical/historical information 
describing an entity … administrative history, biography, 
autobiography, Wikipedia article, obituary, articles, chronologies, 
encyclopedia entries, etc., cited in SNAC records to support 
assertions made throughout the record.



All SNAC records contain a list of sources. These sources can be accessed and viewed from the 
public version of the SNAC record by clicking on Source Summary in the menu bar.



SNAC editors can create new source citations, or edit existing ones. Source citations 
are organized on the Control tab of the SNAC record. 



Click +Add New Source to reveal and edit 
the sub-elements four Sources:

Citation (required): The full bibliographic 
citation for a source … author, title, date, etc.

Found Data (required): Detailed 
information found in a source used to 
support various assertions throughout the 
SNAC authority record.

URI (optional/required): Permalink to the 
electronic source cited in the Citation 
element. N.B.: This is only optional if you’re 
using a print source. Please enter the URL 
for all electronic sources

Language (required): Language used to 
describe the source … eng, ger, fre, spa, 
rus, etc.

Script (required): Script of the source … 
Latn, Cyrl, Jpn, etc.

Descriptive Note (optional): Information 
supplied by the editor to describe a special 
situation related to the cited source.



Citing Print Resources



Who’s Who resources …



Biographical dictionaries and directories …



Biographical dictionaries and directories …



Citing Electronic Resources



Citing Wikipedia articles ...



Citing obituaries ...



Citing online biographical sources …



Citing archival finding aids …



Citing websites …



Final word on Sources …

If you see a Source entry that looks like this ...

PLEASE TRASH IT!


